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HAPPY NEW YEAR!
FROM S ISWARAN

Dear residents of West Coast,
January 2, 2025
Happy New Year. I wish all of you and your families good health and happiness in 2022. Let us all walk
Schumacher
together to safelyNoah
emerge
from the COVID-19 pandemic, as one West Coast family.
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Coast Drive and Blk 610 Clementi West Street 1 has greatly improved barrier-free access to nearby
amenities. A big thank you once again to all of you who had previously raised this to me during my House
Visits!
Dear Mr. Schumacher,
Another project that we embarked on due to your feedback was to upgrade the playground at Blks 509 and
510 West Coast Drive
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We are also taking steps to enhance road safety for our seniors. Under the Silver Zone Project in West
Coast, lorry restriction
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Since you are applying for specific roles, give specific examples and events that
demonstrate your ability to perform well if given the position.
If you have any feedback, comments or suggestions, please send them over to me at
west.coast.mps@pap.org.sg.
Yes, you should maintain a professional air throughout the copy, however, an
exceedingly formal tone may turn off those who read it. Remember to also show
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like enthusiasm
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genuine
the Happy
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thinkand
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not a suit-andtie event, but a smart casual gathering. Steer away from highly personal
information and questions about the position. This includes talking about salary
expectations and company benefits. Instead, reserve such inquiries for the
actual interview.
Make sure you proofread your cover letter before sending it. There are various
online tools that can help you catch minor grammatical or typographical errors.
Additionally, make sure your cover letter is easy to read. Use a simple font like
the one used here. Avoid walls of text, too. Dividing your letter into paragraphs
makes it easy on the eyes and organizes the information you provide.
New Pedestrian Overhead Bridge Lift
at Blk 506 West Coast Drive

New Lorry Restriction Signs
long West Coast Drive

Best regards,
Ariadne Snyder

New Elderly Fitness Corner
between Blks 509 & 510

Scan to read more!

